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Abstract 
Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes are popular classification algorithms in PDF malware 

detection, Spam filtering and scientific community training datasets. These algorithms incorporated 

classifications into the training datasets which they affected with the type of causative and evasion 

attack. The adversaries are insect the training dataset by injecting malicious sample data. This infected 

training datasets are used in the ML algorithms without knowing that they are infected for research 

purpose. Intelligent attackers mislead the SVM and NB learning algorithms functional task by 

modifying the training dataset. This may cause the security problems in the training dataset. To develop 

security mechanism, use to cope the attack on training dataset and avoid to decreases ML algorithms 

performance. This paper shows that the SVM and NB accuracy reduces dramatically when they used 

infected training dataset. The proposed defence method Rand Check used to prevent the trusted training 

dataset from causative and evasion attacks. 
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1. Introduction 
Training dataset is the labeled data which used to train in ML algorithms for perform 
different actions like classification, prediction and accuracy. The adversaries manipulate the 
training dataset and achieve their motives. Adversary performs various attacks on training 
dataset such as causative attack and evasion attack.  
In Causative attack, the adversaries analyze how Support Vector Machines and Naive Bayes 
algorithms to change decisions due to malicious data injected into training dataset. The 
adversaries able to manipulate training datasets with the malicious data or change training 
dataset labels for mislead the classification process in machine learning system [1]. 
Evasion attack is an adversarial attack on training dataset. The adversaries generated evasion 
attack by adding random malicious samples to training dataset and train the attacked dataset 
in the SVM and NB learning algorithms for make the algorithms decision to fool [2]. 
The training dataset collection reduced cost from our society will be increased machine 
learning dataset classification techniques access with large amount of data [3]. The users or 
researchers downloaded training dataset from any trusted data sources. They don’t know the 
training dataset attacked by some intelligent adversaries. The attacked training dataset train 
on SVM and NB learning algorithms, it will be changing the classification performance of 
the dataset. So, we must provide the security to the training dataset.  
In this paper explains both SVM and NB algorithms are performed independent approach on 
mounting causative and evasion attacks in Electricity training datasets. Also demonstrate the 
achievements of evasion, poisoning attacks in Training datasets and secure training dataset 
using the proposed algorithm Rand Check against the attack by reduce SVMs and NBs 
machine learning models predictions and accuracy. 
  

2. Background and related works 

SVM is a supervised, unique way from all other learning algorithms for classification and 

regression. An attacker increasing crafted training datasets attack points that decrease 

classification accuracy of SVM [4]. NB algorithm is a decision making with all the attributes 
[5]. This NB algorithm is acceptable in the learning algorithm scenarios classification model 

in which all attributes conditionally are independent not necessarily. The reactive arms race 

method between ML classification designer and the adversary will be play attempts to reach 

his/her achievements.  
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The adversary purposely manipulated input training dataset 

to make false negative for classification production [15]. The 

false negative added to the training dataset increases the arm 

race of an adversary to make an attack.  

 

2.1 SVM and NB in Causative attack 

Causative attack leading new training of attack to 

compromised with malicious data to its training datasets [5]. 

SVM analyze training datasets and then it classifies the 

datasets into groups or classes [8]. SVM algorithms are 

divided training datasets into classes, the learners uses these 

classes for pointed pairs input samples [3] 

 

Ter = {(xi,yi) | xi ЄX and yi Є Y}i
n=1 

 

Hyperlane of maximum marginal find for the separate class 

will be minimizing classification error of Ter. The attacker 

aim is, to choose the pair value (xi, yi) from Ter and modify 

that pair value for decrease classification accuracy of SVM. 

Naive Bayes ML algorithms used in the situation of 

thousands of trainings datasets having few variables. This 

algorithm predicts the probability of various attributes on 

different classes of the training dataset. This algorithm result 

is a strong assumption but fast and successful method. 

 

2.2 SVM and NB in Evasion attack 

Evasion attack is known as exploratory attack, the attacker 

make arbitrary changes in training dataset features. An 

evasion attack directly change training samples in training 

datasets to lead misclassification and wrong decisions [6]. 

The evasion attack function in the training datasets X 

denoted as 

 

x* = argmin ⅹ′ c(ⅹ′,x) 

 

Where, x Є X that evades initial attack c(x′,x). 

  

SVM train the evasion attacked training dataset and perform 

misclassification. Naive Bayes provides probability theorem 

as P(c|x) from probability class P(c), predicting attributes 

P(x) and probability of predictor P(x|c). 

 
The training input samples x Є Х denoted as attributes and 

its class c labels with y Є{-1,+1}. The evasion attackers 

manipulate x as x′ which evade at the test time [7]. 

 

3. Datasets and Metrics 

The training datasets collected from UCI repository. Tamil 

Nadu Electricity Board Hourly Readings collected the 

original training dataset and posted into the UCI repository. 

The dataset details of electricity reading values collected 

around from Thanajvur in Tamil Nadu. The dataset values 

retrieved based on Electricity Board produced the bill for 

hourly readings. The EB training dataset has five parameters 

forkva, forkw, type, sector, service with 45259 data. 

 

3.1 Training Datasets Classification 

Electricity utility power delivered to an organization charge 

as kW. The power factor supply between 0 and 1 depend the 

type of organization run.  

The relationship forkW and for kVA attribute is 

 

kW=√3 (kVA) 

 

To Measure power factor, divide working power (kW) by 

apparent power (kVA). In a linear system, the cosine Ø is 

referred to as result [16]. 

 

Power factor=kW/kVA= cosine Ø 

 

The value of kVA decreases, the value of power factor 

increases. The measurement becomes low power factor 

means the organization not fully utilizing the electrical 

power, but they paying for it. To secure the attribute value 

of kVA in the EB training dataset, then we can get correct 

power factor value. The SVM and NB learning algorithms 

measurements are stated the EB training dataset infected or 

not. To train the EB training datasets in the machine 

learning algorithm, it classifies the dataset under the heading 

‘type’ parameter. The classification algorithms before 

modify the training datasets is shown in figure1. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Classification of EB training datasets 
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3.2 Training datasets metrics 

The metrics of precision value, recall, F1_score and support 

[10] are computed from the EB training datasets shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Metrics of EB Training Datasets 

 

The precision computed as the ratio of true positive tp and 

false positive fp value is take as the form tp/(tp + fp). The 

cost of fp value is high the precision measure as good. The 

recall value computed as the ratio of true positive, false 

positive and false negative value is taking as the form tp/ (tp 

+ fn). The cost of fn becomes to high, the recall select the 

best actual positive model. F1_score compute using the 

functions precision and recall.  

 
 

The adversary attack the original training datasets, the actual 

value of precision, recall and f1_score will be changed. The 

experiment of attacked training datasets result shown in 

figure 3. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Metrics after Attack of Training Datasets 

 
In the EB training dataset, the attacker makes an attack 
using the attribute type values. The attribute type has one of 
value organization names. The attacker change one of the 
organization name bank as bank1 in the real training dataset 

and then the attacked dataset train in ML algorithms. The 
result of precision value changed from 1 to 0.86, recall 
metric value change as 1 to 0.96, f1_score value change as 1 
to 0.91. From the metric value difference we can identify 
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the training datasets attacked by the adversary. 
 
4. Experiments 
The EB training dataset evaluation implemented in SVM 
and NB machine learning algorithms. The experiments 
stated original training dataset performance and attacked 
training dataset performance. 

4.1 Causative attack against SVM 
The SVM algorithm to misclassify causative attacked 
training datasets, by means of injecting malicious data 
samples into the training set. The EB training datasets 
trained in SVM learning algorithm and the accuracy of 
dataset computed. The accuracy of datasets before causative 
attack is shown in figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Accuracy of EB datasets using SVM 

 

The malicious sample data injected to the original datasets, 

it will be changed as adversarial attacked training datasets. 

The attacked datasets applied in a linear SVM classification 

algorithm, the accuracy score reduced, it is stated in figure 

5. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Accuracy of Attacked EB datasets using SVM 

 

The accuracy score variation of before and after attack of 

training dataset analysis shows that the original datasets 

should be poisoned through adversaries. These results 

indeed to useful check whether the hand hold datasets are 

original training data or not. 

 

4.2 Causative attack against Naive Bayes 

Naive Bayes is a supervised classification machine learning 

algorithm using the concept of Basiyean theory [13]. The EB 

training dataset attribute fork VA follows Gaussian 

distribution and accept substitute probabilities to the normal 

distribution. The computation as 

 
 

Where μ and σ are mean and variance computed for X for 

the given training dataset of Y. Accuracy measured from 

predictions of correct training datasets [14]. The figure 6 

shows the accuracy of benign datasets applied in Gaussian 

Naive Bayes algorithm. 
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Fig 6: Accuracy of EB datasets using NB 

   

The causative attack samples are changed the EB training 

set according to some adversarial knowledge [14]. The 

attacked data which did not helpful to improve the result 

accuracy value of the NB learning algorithm. However, the 

NB model evaluates the attacked training dataset and 

produces the reduced accuracy score described in figure7. 

 

 
 

Fig 7: Accuracy of Attacked datasets using NB 

 

5. Security using Rand Check Algorithm 

The security algorithm Rand Check undertakes the 

adversarial attacked training dataset for evaluation. The 

signature based Training dataset privacy provide lot of 

security but sufficient level. However, the strong adversaries 

use the technical knowledge of attack on sensitive large 

training datasets [8]. The data holders to do review the 

training datasets and identifies lurking adversary at regular 

intervals. The review of training dataset done by both 

product managers and data scientists, they are taking this 

review as part of their job. This increasing dataset 

maintenance cost for data holders. The data holders prevent 

their data and should give confidential to the dataset users. 

The cost charging from adversary for injecting malicious 

data on training dataset should reduce the attack [12]. The 

simple queries to check through the data sample with the 

attacker’s accessing dataset that is statistically not similar to 

the training datasets used to identify attack [11]. 

The research performs random testing on dataset and 

reviews the output. The researcher purchase small amount 

of original data from the particular region, then compare it 

to the training datasets which downloaded from trusted data 

source. The data from the purchased file randomly selected 

and it is checked with the training datasets. If the match is 

found anywhere inside the training dataset, the algorithm 

displays the message “Correct dataset” as output, otherwise 

it is assumed the training dataset contained malicious data 

injected. From the output message the researcher may 

noticed that the training datasets are affected by the 

adversaries. So, that they recollect training dataset from 

some other trusted source.  

The data randomly selected from EB training dataset as xi. 

The real time data directly collected from the region as x1i. 

The algorithm compares both data and display the result will 

inform us the training dataset collected from trusted source 

is attack or not. 

 
The algorithm implemented in python coding and executed 

with the EB training datasets. The Rand Check python 

program execution repeated number of times depends on the 

purchased amount of datasets. The outputs of Rand Check 

algorithm implementation is shown in figure 8. 
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Fig 8: Outputs of Rand Check 

 

The attackers to modify the datasets with addition of new 

data or to change the datasets with new training sample. The 

python program checked both purchased dataset and 

downloaded dataset. The output of the program inform the 

researcher that his/her training dataset collection is real data 

or not through the message. The Training dataset has correct 

data then the researchers to keep the original training dataset 

themselves. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

The algorithms SVM and Naive Bayes accuracy rate proved 

that training dataset attacked or not. From the machine 

learning algorithm evaluation, we know that SVM is best 

suitable for EB training dataset. The SVM algorithm also 

identified the infected training dataset through decreasing 

accuracy. The adversary more knowledge about training 

dataset and machine learning algorithms, the detection of 

infected dataset becomes difficult. Because the adversary 

manipulating training dataset without affecting accuracy. In 

that situation the Rand Check algorithm helps to detect the 

infected training dataset or to save the original training 

dataset. The EB training dataset and purchased dataset are 

run on Rand Check algorithm. The algorithm produce the 

result EB training dataset is trustable or not. The small 

amount datasets used for checking with large datasets will 

be reduced purchasing training dataset amount cost. 

In future, to extend the research to train single training 

dataset learning model to a troupe and each ML learner 

handles a different kind of attacked training dataset. The 

deep learning and clustering methods collaborated with the 

existing technique in order to produce better results. 
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